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Rondo takes the WorldStar Packaging Award!  

Wow! Rondo Frastanz has won the WorldStar Packaging Award 2017 for its 

innovative wall plug packaging, which thinks for itself and has your back.  

 

The packaging designers in Frastanz can celebrate once again. After already 

scooping up two awards at the corrugated board Austria Awards in Vienna last 

October, Rondo Ganahl AG have also now received outstanding recognition at an 

international level. The innovative wall plug packaging has won the WorldStar 

Packaging Award 2017. The international panel of experts gave their reasons as: “an 

extraordinarily practical and appealing packaging solution has been developed here 

aiding the construction industry.” 

Corrugated board: has potential 

“We are very pleased with this international recognition, which has further 

encouraged us, to develop and to implement the ideal packaging for every individual 

product together with our clients,” explains Stephan Kaar, the manager of the 

corrugated board factory in Frastanz. “Corrugated board packaging has a lot of 

potential: It is sustainable, cost-efficient and it offers a creative, practical and eye-

catching packaging solution”, states Kaar.    

Intelligent packaging 

The ideal packaging for wall plugs. The innovative Rondo packaging offers space for 

200 special wall plugs from the company RANIT Austria (Rankweil). The wall-plug 

box can be quickly and easily opened and has a suspension device so the box can 

be mounted directly to the scaffolding or onto a ladder. So the material is always 

close at hand for craftsmen, and always has their back and workplace accidents 

(falling over for example) can easily be prevented. The packaging, that thinks for 

itself, convinced the international panel of experts. The 2017 WorldStar Packaging 

Awards ceremony took place on 2 May in Queensland, Australia.  

 



 
 

 

The World Packaging Organisation, shortened to WPO is a non-profit, international 

association of the packaging industry. WPO supports projects and campaigns, which 

complies with the slogan “better quality of life for more people through better 

packaging”. With that in mind, WPO supports the development of packaging 

technology, science and engineering as well as international trade. 

www.worldstar.org  

 

 

 

http://www.worldstar.org/

